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MIA COUTO

Say My Name

—Translated from the Portuguese  
by Joana Araújo and Zack Rogow

Say my name
pronounce it
as if the syllables burned your lips
exhale it with the softness
of a secret
so the darkness becomes delicious
and your hair comes undone
as it sometimes does

Because I grow for you
It’s me inside you
drinking the last drop
and I take you to a place
without time or shape

Because I have gestures and color
only for your eyes
and inside you
I gather my wounded self
exhausted by all the battles
where I defeated myself

Because my tireless hand
keeps searching for the inside and opposite side
of appearances
because the time in which I live
dies when it’s yesterday
and it’s urgent to create
another way of navigating
a different direction a different impulse
to give hope to all the ports
that wait in silence

In the damp center of the night
say my name
as if I’m a total stranger to you
as if I’m an intruder
so I don’t even recognize myself
and I’m shocked
when you gently
whisper my name
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